Transcript: How to use Oxford Bibliographies Online
Oxford Bibliographies Online is a great starting place for research in social sciences and
humanities. Organized around subject modules that list and describe core resources on thousands
of topics, Oxford Bibliographies Online provide information in many subject areas. The database
synthesizes and directs you to a wide variety of sources including books, journal articles, primary
sources, and online resources.
To access Oxford Bibliographies Online, start on the library’s home page, select the “eEncyclopedias” tab, type in the database name, and click “Go.”
For information about Atlantic History, select this subject area from within the top, “Browse by
Subject,” section. Your search results will bring up an alphabetical list of 243 articles. Use the
search box at the top-right to further narrow your search; we will look for “women” as a general
topic. You will notice on left that our search results are from all bibliographies; we can limit our
subject area to Atlantic History. From this results list, we can explore “Women Prophets.”
The information on this page is variously organized by source type, geographic area, and subject.
The “Introduction” gives you a very broad overview of the themes associated with women
prophets, including the geographic and temporal scope of this topic.
The “General Overviews” connect the themes mentioned in the introduction to specific books
written by specialists in the field. Copy and paste any of the titles into WorldCat, our library
catalogue, in order to find them in our collection.
The “Journals” section lists academic journals where you are likely to find current and specific
information about different aspects of your subject area. Click on the journal titles within the list
to get directly to our holding for the journal in UNB WorldCat.
The “Primary Sources” section provides a list of book collections that reproduce original
documents written during the time period you are researching. Copy and paste any of the titles
into UNB WorldCat, in order to find them in our collection.
The “Document Collection” section links to online collections of primary documents about
women prophets. Click on the titles in the list to get directly to UNB Libraries’ subscriptions and
open-source collections.
The “Europe and British Isles” section alerts us to a tradition of scholarship about women
prophets that originates from studies of religious groups and traditions in this geographic region.
These include studies of Quakers, Pietists, Behmenists, Philadelphians, and more.
The sections on “The New World,” “Female Prophecy and Revolution,” “Female Prophecy and
Evangelical Revival” are further examples of major trends within the current scholarship on
women prophets.

Use the “export citation” option to easily export citations to a citation management software like
Zotero. Also, if you create a free account within Oxford Bibliographies Online, you can build
and annotate your own customized lists of citations as well as save and annotate your searches.
If your searches do not lead you to the resource you are looking for, you can use Document
Delivery to request a copy from another library. See this video about document delivery to learn
more: http://www.lib.unb.ca/research/video/docdel.php.
If you have any questions, talk to us via the chat widget on the library’s webpage, visit your
library’s Research Help Desk or Service Desk, or go to our research help page located under the
“Services” tab (www.lib.unb.ca/research/). This page is full of research tips and includes links to
useful videos.
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